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TDES 4008 VISUAL LANGUAGE – High Level Plan 
Course Name: BA (Hons) Design 

Unit Name: Visual Language 

Version: 2017/2018 Language: English 

 

UNIT OVERVIEW 

 

This unit develops an understanding of visual language as it is used in design practice and theory. It 

provides a theoretical foundation of knowledge that underpins visual communication. This unit aims 

to build your knowledge and familiarity of a visual vocabulary by examining images and the meanings 

or symbols communicated through the image. It will enable you to apply this knowledge in the 

resolution of complex design and communication problems. Visual language links theories of language 

and sign production with design outcomes that should reflect and use theory to strengthen design 

decision-making processes. Contents cover the basic notions of the communication process, from 

philosophy to semiotics.  

 

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY & CRITERIA 

 

 

100% Portfolio: 

- Visual Research: search for 6 elements of different areas of design regarding the Art Nouveau 

style, establishing the communicative aspects of design. 

- Body of practical work: decoding two design products regarding through their visual elements 

(texture, colour, dimension, materials, etc.) 

 

WEEKLY STRUCTURE 

Week 1 

Title: Introduction to Visual Language 

Contents: - Define research in the field of communication by understanding its 

scope. 

- Theory of communication: ontology, phenomenology, semiotics, 

“Kommunikologie”. 

 

Week 2 

Title: Technoscience and Telematics 

Contents: - State of the art communication sciences. 

- Technoscience and telematics. Theory of media. 
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Week 3 

Title: Communication Hermeneutics 

Contents: - Comprehensive signal concept. 

- Hermeneutics of communication applied to design 

 

Week 4 

Title: Ontological history of communication 

Contents: - Ontological history of communication: gesture, word, design; from 

the homing-pigeon to the telematics and the customization of the 

media in real time. 

 

Week 5 

Title: Visual codes 

Contents: - The world as communication and families of visual codes.  

- From the concept of harmonia mundi to the theory of 

communication. 

 

Week 6 

Title: Ideogram and telematic communication 

Contents: - The epistemological area of communication design. 

- Ideogram of the image and telematics. 

 

Week 7 

Title: The advertising image 

Contents: - Advertising image (illustration, photography, cinema and design) in 

the construction of a consumer society. 

 

Week 8 

Title: Assessment 

Contents: - Visual Research. 

- Body of Practical work. 

 


